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Daily Base Metals Report

US stocks declined on the open once again on another day of worse-than-expected tech earnings results. US

mortgage applications improved slightly, growing by 7.0% in the week ending January 20th. Tomorrow, there is a

number of data releases coming out, including economic growth and consumer sector consumption for Q4,

which are both forecast to grow at a slower pace. Core PCE is also set to grow at 3.9% as a result. Still, the

possibility of a recession in the US remains a matter of debate, and we expect economic growth to stall in 2023,

and some minor contractionary performance in the latter half of the year. The dollar and the 10yr US Treasury

yield remained unchanged. Germany’s business outlook improved once again in January as markets anticipated

that recessionary fears that took place by the end of 2022 were overplayed.

Moderate upside momentum was seen across the base metals market today, but markets remain quiet during the

holiday season. Tin was the only metal that saw another day of robust gains, gaining ground to close at $30,850/t.

Copper continues to linger above the $9,314.50/t level as supply risks in Peru keep prices at elevated levels. Lead

saw another leg higher, testing the resistance of $2,000/t but rejecting prices above that level and closing lower

at $2,160.50/t; cash to 3-month flipped into a contango in recent days and is seen trading at -$2.25/t at the time

of writing. Aluminium fluctuated during the day, testing the support level of $2,658.50/t to settle unchanged at

$2,656/t. Zinc closed higher at $3,450/t.

Oil futures fluctuated amid a modest inventory build in the US, with WTI and Brent settling at $81/bl and $86/bl.

Gold and silver lacked momentum in either direction, remaining unchanged at $1,936/oz and $23.70/oz,

respectively.
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Risk warning
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